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Overview
Since 1918...
M IRON C ONSTRUCTION C O ., I NC . P ROFILE
Miron Construction Co., Inc. is recognized as an industry leader in construction management, general construction,
design-build, and industrial services by thousands of clients throughout the United States. Founded more than a
century ago, Miron has grown to become one the nation’s premier construction firms. Miron is 81st among the “Top 400
Contractors in the United States” (as ranked by Engineering News Record (ENR) based on 2017 revenues). In 2017, the
company surpassed the $1 billion revenue mark. Incorporated on March 23, 1949, Miron is a privately held corporation,
formed under the laws of incorporation of the state of Wisconsin.

W HAT S ETS U S A PART
Miron was built on the hard bid, firm-fixed pricing structure. Over the years, we have had customers who, rather than
bid their project, chose us to perform their work on a negotiated basis. As our client relationships and reputation grew,
so did our negotiated project list. We have always been sensitive to our mix of hard bid and negotiated work; we never
want to lose our competitive edge in the market, and we have found that our company runs most efficiently when our
negotiated and firm-fixed workloads are balanced. No matter what delivery method we utilize, our team retains the same
competitive mindset for each project. We believe that Miron understands hard costs better than the competition.

P ROJECT B ONDING
Miron’s current bonding capacity is $175 million per project with a potential overall capacity of $650 million.

D UNN & B RADSTREET C REDIT R ATING
Rating 1R3

E XPERIENCE M ODIFIER R ATE (EMR)
2019 = 0.52

2018 = 0.45

2017 = 0.46

Miron's Industrial Division provides construction solutions
from beginning to end by completing building and
equipment installations, from small, one-unit installations
to complete production lines. Miron is a full-service firm
that can serve as:
•
General Contractor
•
Construction Manager
•
Design-Builder
Our team offers greenfield and rebuild experience and
provides the following services:
•
•
•
•
•

Complete Machine Installation
Laser Alignment and Precision Layout
Millwright, Ironworker, and Carpenter Services
24/7 Maintenance Services
Outages
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Our project managers, superintendents, and tradespeople
are trained to work in your plant or facility. They have
the experience needed to complete your project safely,
within budget, and to your quality standards. We take
pride in delivering construction and equipment solutions
that result in less downtime, higher quality installs, and
smoother start-ups.

Services
special capabilities

P ROJECT

EXECUTION

Project Coordination/Management • Planning
Conceptual Estimating • Bid Management & Analysis
Critical Path Scheduling • Constructability Reviews
Safety • Quality • Risk Management

E XPERTISE

TO DELIVER ON YOUR NEEDS

You can expect results from the Miron Industrial Services
Group. Our understanding of the specific needs of
industrial projects means we staff and equip projects
appropriately, completing projects safely, economically,
efficiently, and with the highest level of quality.

Building Information Modeling (BIM)
Virtual Process Integration (VPI) • LEED/Sustainability
CONCRETE / CARPENTRY

Footings, Foundations, Elevated/Flatwork • Retaining Walls
Docks/Piers/Dam Repair • Cofferdams
Roof Repair • Masonry
Office Remodeling
MILLWRIGHTS

Machinery/Equipment Installation & Relocation
Laser Alignment & Precision Layout
Maintenance Assistance/Outage Work
IRONWORKERS

Rigging • Certified Welding (Carbon & Stainless)

R EBUILDS

AND

S HUTDOWNS

Minimizing downtime on rebuilds requires specific
expertise, which you can expect from Miron. Coordination
prior to a shutdown is key to a project’s success. Special
steps are always taken to ensure safety standards are
maintained. Detailed scheduling, down to tasks performed
per hour, enables all parties involved to have a complete
understanding of the various roles they play.

L ASER A LIGNMENT
Attention to detail combines science with skill to ensure
your machinery is aligned and calibrated to exact
tolerances. Miron alignment specialists use the latest
laser equipment and techniques, paired with thorough
documentation, to ensure your machine is operating at
peak efficiency.

Steel Erection • Pre-Cast Erection • Field Fabrication
Maintenance Assistance/Outage Work

S TAFFED

WITH INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE

Miron employs over 1,200 highly skilled tradespeople
with extensive expertise in the Pulp & Paper, Energy &
Infrastructure, Food Processing, and General Industrial
markets. You can rest assured that our knowledge of your
project’s parameters will result in the timely, cost-effective,
and accurate completion of your project.
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E QUIPMENT

HANDLING

Miron is equipped to handle the rigging, transportation,
and installation of machinery of any size. We own over
$60 million in modern equipment, including cranes,
forklifts, manlifts, and laser alignment instruments,
providing us with the competitive edge needed to bring
projects in on-time, on-budget, and safely.
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Risk Management & Safety

Miron takes a multi-discipline approach to risk
management that integrates safety, quality, and
production (SQP). This integrated approach guides our
daily decisions and work.
Miron is committed to providing a safe and hazardfree work environment for our clients, employees,
subcontractors, host facilities, and the general public. First,
we proactively identify and plan for potential safety risks.
Next, we ensure that we capture and communicate quality
expectations to all stakeholders and team members.
Finally, we integrate production planning to ensure the
most efficient plan of work that also optimizes the safety
and quality of the project.
Critical to this approach is a highly skilled and safely
trained workforce. Armed with comprehensive safety
training, employees possess the knowledge and tools
to identify and eliminate unsafe acts and conditions.
They provide on-site safety, quality, and production
management and ensure project-wide accountability in
all three categories.

Elimination of distractions commonly associated with
the industry, along with our pre-shift stretching program,
ensures each employee is fit for duty. We refer to this as the
SQP Stretching Program. During the 5- to 7-minute
exercise, employees complete a series of five stretches
as well as conduct an Excellence Huddle for the day.
Miron developed this program to increase the health and
wellness of employees, reduce injuries, and lower incident
rates, as well as maximize quality and production.
Employees are empowered to make a difference in the
safety practices of themselves and others. This philosophy
has allowed us to establish long-lasting relationships
with subcontractors and clients who understand our
commitment to safety, protecting people, property, and
our clients' market interests through trust and reliability.
Ultimately, SQP allows risk to be “engineered” out of
projects, ensures a higher quality product, and optimizes
production. Committing to this process ensures BUILDING
EXCELLENCE!
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Markets
ENERGY

PULP & PAPER

Miron has an extensive
background working on power
projects under extremely critical
completion requirements.
We perform construction and
maintenance work in power
generation facilities on a daily
basis. Miron has the experience to
deliver a wide range of services,
from rebuilding a hydro unit, to
overhauling a turbine generator, to
constructing a RICE (reciprocating
internal combustion engine)
facility. The power industry faces
challenges unknown to other
industries, and it takes a contractor
with experience and foresight to
work with and offer solutions to
these unique customers. Miron has
valuable expertise and a record
of problem solving that can be
applied to your project.

Miron has been active in the pulp
and paper industry since our
inception, and it remains one of
our core business sectors today.
Our construction and millwright
experience includes everything
from the woodyard to stock prep,
from the paper machine (headbox
to reel) to converting, printing and
packaging, and continues to the
wastewater treatment plant that
supports it all. We are comfortable
working under extremely critical
completion requirements,
because we understand that every
second counts. Your facilities and
equipment need to be constructed
and installed correctly and up
to full production as quickly as
possible. Whether it’s replacing
worn-out equipment during an
around-the-clock outage, installing
a new piece of equipment,
pouring a foundation, or building
a completely new facility, our team
has the expertise to lead and assist
you through the entire process.

“Everyone at Miron
understands what our goals
are. Whether the goal is a time
frame or a budget we need
to meet; they’re all pulling in
that direction. Our project
involved a significant amount of
equipment. Miron coordinated
everything to make sure the
equipment was put in place
when it needed to be. Without
hesitation, we selected Miron for
our next building project.”

"I was impressed with how well
organized and knowledgeable
the team was in getting the job
done. The customer was very
impressed and satisfied with
how the install went. If I have
another chance, I would be
very happy to work with Miron
Construction again."

FOOD PROCESSING

MANUFACTURING

In the highly competitive arena
of food processing, our unique
blend of experience in the food
and beverage, dairy, and meat
processing markets gives us
valuable insight into the challenges
you face every day. By foreseeing
these challenges and providing
innovative solutions, Miron is able
to ensure the highest standards
in safety, sanitation, and quality.
We have earned a reputation
for Building Excellence in food
processing construction that we
look forward to committing to your
project.

The manufacturing market faces
unique challenges, and it takes a
construction partner with the right
expertise to offer solutions. We
employ planning from the start
to eliminate risks and minimize
disruption to existing operations.
Miron has invested in the time
and technologies necessary
to train and equip our staff to
successfully deliver these projects.
We are comfortable working under
extremely critical completion
requirements, as we perform
construction and maintenance
work in manufacturing facilities
throughout the country on a neardaily basis. We take pride in not
only building new plants, but also
helping to maintain those facilities
and equipment. Whether it is a
rebuild or installation of a new
piece of equipment or construction
of a new plant, Miron has the
experience to maximize every
dollar of your investment and
ensure seamless project delivery.

•
•
•

Food & Beverage
Dairy
Meat

“Working with Miron
Construction on our new facility
was a terrific experience. From
the beginning of the project the
people of Miron demonstrated
their expertise and
professionalism in the way they
handled nailing down all the
details. This ultimately resulted
in our building being completed
on time and on budget, with
minimal surprises.”

“Miron has proven to be a
team player and has responded
positively to requests for
schedule and sequencing
changes required by the
Project.”
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GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL

From foundries and chemical
plants to machine and print
shops, Miron has the experience
to help you with your project.
Our staff has the experience to
construct, modify, and maintain
production facilities. Since 1918,
Miron has been instrumental in
helping industrial clients keep
production schedules on track with
comprehensive industrial services.
Miron gives you the quality and
support you expect from proven
professionals.

"When we decided to expand
our business by building our
new facility, it was extremely
important that we chose a firm
to assist us in making our dream
a reality...Miron provided us
with pre-construction expertise,
as well as a skilled team to
manage our construction
project. Before, during, and
even after the project was
completed, I have found Miron
to be exceptionally supportive
of our business needs. No
matter the size, I would highly
recommend Miron for your next
project.”
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V IRTUAL P ROCESS I NTEGRATION (VPI)
Miron is well-versed in utilizing Virtual Process Integration as both a technology and
a collaborative approach to our work. We work with Owners, design/engineering
professionals, OEM's, and trade contractors to provide the following VPI services:
•
•
•
•

Safety & Fall Protection Planning
Installation Planning
3D Coordination (Design & Installation)
Fabrication Modeling

•
•
•

Operation & Maintenance Planning
4D Sequencing
Laser Alignment & Precision Layout

Experience

facility type experience
Paper Machines/Stock Preparation
Paper Converting

R EQUIREMENTS

FOR

P ROJECT S UCCESS

No matter the type of facility or product produced,
successful construction of industrial projects shares some
absolute certainties:

Power Generation Facilities

•

Safety is the highest priority.

Turbine Rebuilds

•

Proper staffing and equipment is mission-critical.

Manufacturing Facilities

•

Attention to details in the specification and the field
is a must.

•

Project specifications and drivers must be clearly
identified, understood, and followed.

Wastewater Treatment Plants

•

Tradespeople must be highly experienced.

Conveyor Systems/Material Handling

•

A qualified project manager in total control of
project initiatives must be available at all times.

Foundries
Chemical Plants
Food Plants
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Equipment
M IRON ’ S C OMPETITIVE A DVANTAGE W E O WN OUR E QUIPMENT !
Miron’s commitment to building excellence is evident
in our facilities and equipment, which are continually
upgraded. We continuously reinvest in equipment, training,
and new construction methodologies. We own $60 million
worth of equipment, which offers a competitive advantage
to our clients.

50 cranes
2 FARO laser trackers
FARO Arm
350 fork/scissors/
boom lifts

O PERATORS /C RANE S ERVICES
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•

CCO-trained crane operation up to 350 ton

•

Mobile cranes from 6 to 350 ton

•

Crawler cranes from 100 to 500 ton

•

Trucking
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Industrial Team Leadership

PATRICK NATE | Vice President, Industrial Operations
920.969.7026 | patrick.nate@miron-construction.com
Pat has served the industrial marketplace for over
40 years, providing project management and executivelevel leadership on many industrial projects.

DAN GOYMERAC, P.E. | Vice President, Industrial Business Development
920.969.7004 | dan.goymerac@miron-construction.com
Dan possesses over 30 years of experience serving the
industrial and manufacturing marketplace.
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Locations

CORPORATE (NEENAH) OFFICE
1471 McMahon Drive
Neenah, WI 54956
PH 920.969.7000
FX 920.969.7393

MADISON OFFICE
811 E. Washington Avenue
Suite 600
Madison, WI 53703
PH 608.203.2700
FX 608.203.2200

EAU CLAIRE OFFICE
3402 Oakwood Mall Drive
Suite 200
Eau Claire, WI 54701
PH 715.598.5700
FX 715.839.0242

WAUSAU OFFICE
500 First Street
Suite 4000
Wausau, WI 54403
PH 715.841.4000
FX 715.845.9119

MILWAUKEE OFFICE
10700 Research Drive
Suite 100
Milwaukee, WI 53226
PH 414.308.1510
FX 414.431.0933

IOWA OFFICE
335 French Ct. SW
Cedar Rapids, IA 52404
PH 319.298.5200
FX 319.366.5695

